
 

Product Fact Sheet: 
Elkay® ezH2O® Bottle Filling Station   
 
 
Product Overview  
 
Elkay’s award-winning ezH2O® bottle filling station is designed to provide a rapid fill of refreshing water to quench thirst and 
minimize plastic bottle waste in the environment. It is ideal for both indoor and outdoor environments, including education, 
commercial, parks and recreation, government, health care, public facilities, fitness clubs and hospitality. 
 
Our expansive portfolio offers solutions to fit every budget and installation requirement. Options include standard single and 
bi-level, mechanical, energy efficient, surface mount, vandal resistant, architectural and retrofit models.    
 
 
Key ezH2O Features:  
 

• Quick Fill: Fills reusable bottles faster than a traditional water fountain. 
• Hands-free Operation: Sensor activation and bottle rest platform provide users with a touchless bottle filling 

experience; automatic 20-second shut-off timer.  
• Green Ticker™: Counts the number of 20 oz. bottles served without the plastic bottle waste.  
• Minimal Splashing: Dispenses a clean, laminar flow of water so there is minimal splashing when filling reusable 

bottles and cups.  
• Antimicrobial Protection: Key plastic components on the unit have a special silver ion antimicrobial protection that 

inhibits grown of mold and mildew.  
• Dedicated Drains: Bottle filling station dispenser and bubbler have dedicated drains, minimizing splashing and 

cleanup.  
• WaterSentry® Plus Filtration (optional): Uses our industry-leading WaterSentry Plus filter that is rated for 3,000-

gallon capacity and NSF 42 and 53 certified to reduce lead, Class 1 particulate, chlorine, taste and odor. 
• Visual Filter Monitor (filtered models only): Green, yellow and red LED lights indicate filter status and when a filter 

needs to be replaced.  
 
Enhanced ezH2O Features:  
Our enhanced models have all the same great features of our original bottle filling station, plus these additional features:  
 

• Energy Savings Mode: Programmable refrigeration system can be powered down during times when the unit is not 
in use to save energy costs. 

• FillSafe™ Recognition: Detects a new Elkay filter and automatically resets the filter monitor light from red to green 
so users always know they are drinking filtered water.  

• Low-energy LED Light: Assists with filling dark bottles and illuminates dark hallways.   
• Easy Installation: One power connection for fountain and bottle filler.  
• System Diagnostics: Unit automatically reviews the system to ensure they are operating within normal levels. 

Scrolling alerts appear on the visual display if an issue should arise.  
 

Available Models:  
 

• Models: Standard single and bi-level, mechanical, energy efficient, surface mount, vandal resistant, architectural and 
retrofit models.  

• Finishes: Stainless Steel and Light Gray.   
 
List Price: Starting at $1,712. 
 
Availability: Immediately. 



 

 
About Elkay Manufacturing  
Family owned since 1920, Elkay has been making innovative products and delivering exceptional customer care for almost a 
century. While proud to be America’s No. 1 selling kitchen sink company, Elkay expanded its commercial offerings more than 
four decades ago, and today delivers faucets, foodservice fixtures, water coolers, drinking fountains and award-winning 
ezH2O® bottle filling stations, in addition to world-class stainless steel and quartz sinks.   

Like your family, Elkay has values and traditions that endure; like a commitment to sustainability and to our country. 
Headquartered in Oak Brook, Illinois, Elkay has been American-owned and operated, providing thousands of jobs that 
support our families and communities.   

 


